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First, I will 
review the 
paper 
(2021).

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.03876.pdf



Classical toric geometry



The classical moment map.



The classical 
moment map 
(figure taken 
from the 
Notices of the 
AMS, January 
2021).



Fans



The basic idea.



Deformation



The basic block



The real quantum 2-torus.



The arithmetic condition.



The Kronecker foliation.



The Kronecker foliation and its 
holonomy.



The holonomy groupoid.



Non-commutative spaces as stacks.



The stack for the quantum torus.



Avatars for the quantum torus.



The exponential isomorphism.



The quantum lattice.



The complex quantum d-dim torus.



Quantum P1



Quantum P1



Dimension counting.



LVM manifolds appear…



Classical torics as LVM foliations.



Gerbes and Calibrations.



A simple quantum fan.



The toric site



The equivariant analytic site



Quantum toric stacks



Example



Example



Classical P1 is obtained...



Classical P1



Quantum Fans.



Calibrated quantum toric stacks



A calibrated quantum fan.



Calibrated = uncalibrated + gerbe.



Example



Example





Quantum torics and quantum fans



Quantum GIT



Calibrated QGIT



Calibrated QGIT



Uncalibrated QGIT



QGIT and LVM-theory.



Quantum LVM = QLVM



Kählerness (Uses Ishida’s results).





Moduli spaces of quantum toric 
stacks.



Moduli are orbifolds. Teichmuller.



Twistor complexification.



The basic 
moduli 
space of 
torics



Remember 
the 
classical 
M(g,n)



Compactification of the moduli of 
quantum projective spaces



Universal family



The compactification



Case of 
P2



The general compactification (A. 
Boivin)
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